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1. Introduction 

 

Let },,2,1{ nN �=  be a nonempty set of  players considering possibilities of  cooperation. This 

kind of  situations are modeled in von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) by means of  games in 

characteristic function form. A cooperative game with player set N  is a function R→Nw 2: , 

assigning to each group of  players (coalition) NS ⊆ , its worth )(Sw  obtained as a result of  

achieved cooperation; it is assumed that 0)( =φw . In this paper we will refer to elements of  N2  

as crisp coalitions. For each crisp coalition S , its characteristic vector is Se , with 1)( =i
Se  if  

Si ∈  and 0)( =i
Se  otherwise. The set of  cooperative crisp games with player set N  is denoted 

by NG . 

Note that in a cooperative crisp game each player may have only two variants of  participation 

in a crisp coalition: full participation or non-involvement at all. However, more freedom may be 

given to players by considering fuzzy cooperation, that is participation at any level between 

non-cooperation and full cooperation. 

The class of  cooperative games with fuzzy coalitions is introduced in Aubin (1974) together 

with his solution concept of  core. Formally, a fuzzy coalition of  player set N  is a vector s  in 
N]1,0[ , where the i -th coordinate is  is referred to as the participation level of  player i . The 

empty coalition in a fuzzy setting is )0,...,0(=φe , and Se , with NS 2∈ , denotes a crisp-like 

coalition. We call Se  a crisp-like coalition because it corresponds to the situation where the 

players within S  fully cooperate (i.e., they have participation level 1) and the players outside S  

are not involved at all in cooperation (i.e., they have participation level 0). )1,...,1(=Ne  is called 

the grand coalition. We often write ie  instead of  }{ie . In this paper the set of  fuzzy coalitions is 

denoted by NF . 

A cooperative fuzzy game with player set N  is a function R→NFv : , with 0)( =φev , 

assigning to each fuzzy coalition s  the value achieved by cooperation. Here we denote the set of  

fuzzy games with player set N  by NFG . 

 The purpose of  this paper is to study cores and stable sets for fuzzy games. In Section 2, we 

review definitions of  the core, the dominance core, and the stable set (von 

Neumann-Morgenstern solution) in crisp games and their basic properties. In Section 3 we define 

solutions like the dominance core and stable sets for fuzzy games and study their interrelations as 

well as the relation with Aubin’s core. Also we analyze relations with the corresponding notions 

for crisp games, namely the dominance core and the stable set, using the crisp operator 
NN GFGcr →: . For a fuzzy game NFGv ∈ , the corresponding crisp game NGvcrw ∈= )(  is 

given by )()( SevSw =  for each NS 2∈ . Further, for a fuzzy game v  we also define a new notion, 

namely that of  proper core, denoted by )(vC P , and study its relations with the other cores of  

v (including the core of  the corresponding crisp games )(vC cr ) and stable sets for cooperative 
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fuzzy games. 

In Section 4 special attention is paid to the class of  convex fuzzy games, introduced by Branzei 

et al. (2002), and their cores and stable sets. The fact that the core is itself  a stable set for convex 

crisp games, shown in Shapley (1971) is extended to convex fuzzy games. Section 5 is devoted to 

the special class of  fuzzy clan games. 

 

 

2. Cores and stable sets for crisp games 

 

Let NGw ∈  and let )(wI  be the imputation set of  w , i.e. 

}eachfor})({),( |{)( N  i  iw xNwxxwI i
Ni

i
N ∈≥=∑∈=

∈
R . 

Here we denote by NR  the n-dimensional Euclidean space. 

The core )(wC  of  a crisp game w  is the subset of  imputations which are stable against any 

possible deviation by a coalition, i.e. 

}2eachfor)(),( |{)( N

Si
i

Ni
i

N   S  Swx NwxxwC ∈=∑=∑∈=
∈∈

R . 

Let )(, wIyx ∈  and let NS 2∈ . We say x  dominates y  via S , denoted by ydomx S    , if  (i) 

ii yx >  for all Si ∈  and (ii) )(Swx
Si

i ≤∑
∈

. The two conditions are interpreted as follows. Let 

ydomx S    . Then 

(i) ii yx >  for each Si ∈ , means that the imputation ),,( 1 nxxx m=  is better than the imputation 

),,( 1 nyyy m=  for all players Si ∈ ; 

(ii) )(Swx
Si

i ≤∑
∈

 means that the payoff  ∑
∈ Si

ix  is reachable by the coalition S . 

 

Remark 1. Note that ydomx S     implies NS ≠  because from ii yx >  for all Ni ∈  it follows 

∑∑ >
∈∈ Ni

i
Ni

i yx , in contradiction with )(, wIyx ∈ . Further ydomx i    }{  implies ii yxiw >≥})({  

which contradicts the fact that )(wIy ∈ . 

 

We simply say x  dominates y , denoted by ydomx    , if  there is a coalition S  such that 

ydomx S    . The negation of  ydomx     is denoted here by ydomx    ¬ . 

The dominance core (D-core) )(wDC  of  a crisp game w  is the set of  imputations which are not 

dominated by any other imputation, i.e. 

)}( allfor    |)({)( wIyxdomywIxwDC ∈¬∈= . 
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 A stable set of  a crisp game w  is a nonempty set K  of  imputations satisfying the properties: 

(i) (Internal stability) For all Kyx ∈, , ydomx    ¬ .  

(ii) (External stability) For all KwIz \)(∈ , there is an imputation Kx ∈  such that zdomx    . 

We briefly recall some well-known facts for a crisp game w , which are interesting for our 

paper: 

(1) The core )(wC  is a subset of  the D-core )(wDC , and both sets are convex sets 

(Gillies(1953)). 

(2) If  φ=)(wDC , then, according to (1), φ== )()( wDCwC . If  φ≠)(wDC , then a sufficient 

condition for the coincidence of  )(wC  and )(wDC , is ∑+≥
∈ SNi

iwSwNw
\

})({)()( , for each 

NS ⊆ (Shapley and Shubik (1969), Rafels and Tijs (1997), Chang (2000)). 

(3) Each stable set contains the D-core )(wDC . 

(4) For each convex crisp game w  there is only one stable set, which coincides with the D-core 

)(wDC  (Shapley (1971)). 

(5) If  )()( wDCwC ≠  then φ=)(wC  (this is a consequence of  (2) and the Bondareva-Shapley 

theorem (Bondareva (1963), Shapley (1967)). 

For details we refer the reader to the books of  Driessen (1988), Owen (1995), and Tijs (2003). 

 

 

3. Cores and stable sets for fuzzy games 

 

Let NFGv ∈  and let )(vI  be the imputation set of  v , i.e. 

}eachfor)(),( |{)( N  i  ev xevxxvI i
i

N

Ni
i

N ∈≥=∑∈=
∈

R . 

The core (Aubin (1974)) )(vC  of  a fuzzy game v  is the subset of  imputations which are stable 

against any possible deviation by fuzzy coalitions, i.e. 

}eachfor)(),( |{)( N

Ni
ii

N

Ni
i

N F  s  svxs evxxvC ∈≥∑=∑∈=
∈∈

R . 

Now we introduce two other cores for a fuzzy game v , namely the proper core and the crisp 

core, by weakening the stability conditions. 

Let NFs ∈ . From now on we use the notation }0|{)( >∈= isNiscar . We call s  a proper fuzzy 

coalition if  Nscar ≠)( . The set of  proper fuzzy coalitions is denoted by NPF . To define the proper 

core )(vC P  of  a fuzzy game v , we consider only stability regarding proper fuzzy coalitions, i.e. 

}eachfor)(),( |{)( N

Ni
ii

N

Ni
i

NP PF  s  svxs evxxvC ∈≥∑=∑∈=
∈∈

R . 

Further, if  we consider only crisp-like coalitions Se  in the stability conditions, one obtains the 
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crisp core )(vC cr  of  the fuzzy game v , i.e. 

}2eachfor)(),( |{)(
)(

NS

ecari
i

N

Ni
i

Ncr   S  evx evxxvC
S

∈≥∑=∑∈=
∈∈

R . 

Note that the crisp core )(vC cr  of  a fuzzy game v  is also the core of  the crisp game )(vcrw = .  

One can easily see that both cores )(vC P  and )(vC cr  are convex sets. 

Let )(, vIyx ∈  and let NFs ∈ . We say x  dominates y  via s , denoted by ydomx s    , if  (i) 

ii yx >  for all )(scari ∈  and (ii) )(svxs
Ni

ii ≤∑
∈

. The two conditions are interpreted as follows. Let 

ydomx s    . Then 

(i) ii yx >  and thus iiii ysxs >  for each )(scari ∈ , means that the imputation ),,( 1 nxxx �=  is 

better than the imputation ),,( 1 nyyy �=  for all (active) players )(scari ∈ ; 

(ii) )(svxs
Ni

ii ≤∑
∈

 means that the payoff  ∑
∈ Ni

ii xs  is reachable by the fuzzy coalition s . 

 

Remark 2.  Note that ydomx s     implies NPFs ∈  because from ii yx >  for all Ni ∈  it follows 

∑∑ >
∈∈ Ni

i
Ni

i yx , in contradiction with )(, vIyx ∈ . It is, however, to be noted that 1|)(| =scar  is 

possible. 

 

We simply say x  dominates y , denoted by ydomx    , if  there is a (proper) fuzzy coalition s  

such that ydomx s    . The negation of  ydomx     is denoted here by ydomx    ¬ . 

The dominance core (D-core) )(vDC  of  a fuzzy game v  is the set of  imputations which are not 

dominated by any other imputation, i.e. 

)}( allfor    |)({)( vIyxdomyvIxvDC ∈¬∈= . 

 A stable set of  a fuzzy game v  is a nonempty set K  of  imputations satisfying the properties: 

(i) (Internal stability) For all Kyx ∈, , ydomx    ¬ .  

(ii) (External stability) For all KvIz \)(∈ , there is an imputation Kx ∈  such that zdomx    . 

 

Theorem 1. Let v  be a fuzzy game. Then 

(i) )()()( vCvCvC crP ⊂⊂ ; 

(ii) )()( vDCvC P ⊂ ; 

(iii) For each stable set K : KvDC ⊂)( . 

Proof.  The theorem is trivially true if  φ=)(vI . So, suppose in the following that φ≠)(vI .  

(i) This follows straightforwardly from the definitions. 

(ii) Let )(\)( vDCvIx ∈ . Then there are )(vIy ∈  and NPFs ∈  satisfying ii xy >  for each 
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)(scari ∈  and )(svys
Ni

ii ≤∑
∈

. Then )(
)()(

svysxs
scari

ii
scari

ii ≤∑∑ <
∈∈

. Hence )(\)( vCvIx P∈ . We 

conclude that )()( vDCvC P ⊂ . 

(iii) Let K  be a stable set. Since )(vDC  consists of  undominated imputations and each 

imputation in KvI \)(  is dominated by some imputation by the external stability property, it 

follows that KvDC ⊂)( .        Q.E.D. 

 

In the next theorem we give sufficient conditions for the coincidence of  the proper core and the 

dominance core. 

 

Theorem 2. Let NFGv ∈ . Suppose 0)()()(
)(\

≥−∑−
∈

svevev
scarNi

iN  for each NFs ∈ . Then 

)()( vDCvC P = . 

Proof. Note that φ== )()( vDCvC P  if  φ=)(vI . Suppose φ≠)(vI . From Theorem 1(ii) it 

follows that )()( vDCvC P ⊂ . We show the converse inclusion by proving that )(vCx P∈/  implies 

)(vDCx ∈/ . Let )(\)( vCvIx P∈ . Then there is NPFs ∈  such that )( svxs
Ni

ii∑ <
∈

. For each 

)(scari ∈  take 0>iε  such that ∑ =+
∈ )(

)()(
scari

iii svxs ε . Define nRy ∈  by  







∈/−∑−+

∈+
=

∈

− )(each for     ))()()((|)(\|)(

)(each for    

)(\

1 scarisvevevscarNev
scarix

y
scarNi

iNi
ii

i

ε
 

    Note that )( N

Ni
i evy =∑

∈
, )( i

ii evxy ≥>  for each )(scari ∈  and, since 

0)()()(
)(\

≥−∑−
∈

svevev
scarNi

iN , we have )( i
i evy ≥  for each )(\ scarNi ∈ . Hence )(vIy ∈ . Now, 

since ii xy >  for all )(scari ∈  and )(svys
Ni

ii =∑
∈

 we have xdomy s    ; thus )(\)( vDCvIx ∈ .           

Q.E.D. 

 

Remark 3. Let NFGv ∈ . Take the crisp game )(vcrw = . Then ∑+≥
∈ )(\

)()()(
scarNi

iN evsvev  for each 

NFs ∈  implies ∑+≥
∈ SNi

iwSwNw
\

})({)()( , for each NS ⊆ . So Theorem 2 can be seen as an 

extension of  property (2) for crisp games. 
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From Theorem 2 we obtain the following corollary. 

 

Corollary 1. Let NFGv ∈  with 0)( ≥iev  for each Ni ∈ and )()( vDCvC P ≠ . Then φ=)(vC P . 

Proof. )()( vDCvC P ≠  implies that φ≠)(vI  and that there is a NPFt ∈  with 

)()()(
)(\

N

tcarNi

i evevtv >∑+
∈

 by Theorem 2. By 0)( ≥iev  for each Ni ∈ , we have 0≥x  and 

)( N

Ni
i evx =∑

∈
 for each )(vIx ∈ . Hence  

∑ ∑≤=∑
∈ ∈∈ )( )(tcari tcari

iii
Ni

ii xxtxt )()()(
)(\)(\

tvevevxx
tcarNi

iN

tcarNi
i

Ni
i <∑−≤∑−∑=

∈∈∈
 

holds for each )(vIx ∈ . Thus there is no )(vIx ∈  such that )(vCx P∈ . Hence, φ=)(vC P .    

Q.E.D. 

 

 We next prove that for a fuzzy game the dominance core is a convex set. 

 

Lemma 1.  Let v  be a fuzzy game with 0)( ≥iev  for each Ni ∈ . Let v  be the fuzzy game given 

by })()(),(min{)(
)(\

∑−=
∈ scarNi

iN evevsvsv . Then )()()( vCvDCvDC P== . 

Proof. Note that φ=== )()()( vCvDCvDC P  if  φ=)(vI . Suppose φ≠)(vI . It implies 

)()( vIvI = . Thus to prove )()( vDCvDC = , it is sufficient to show that for )(, vIyx ∈  and 
NFs ∈ , ydomx s     in v  if  and only if  ydomx s     in v . We only have to show that for )(vIx ∈  

and NFs ∈ , )(svxs
Ni

ii ≤∑
∈

 if  and only if  )(svxs
Ni

ii ≤∑
∈

. 

  The ‘if ’ part follows from )()( svsv ≤ . For the ‘only if ’ part note that for NFs ∈  and )(vIx ∈  we 

have ∑−≤∑−∑=∑≤∑=∑
∈∈∈∈∈∈ )(\)(\)()(

)()(
scarNi

iN

scarNi
i

Ni
i

scari
i

scari
ii

Ni
ii evevxxxxsxs , where the first inequality 

follows from 0)( ≥≥ i
i evx  for each Nscari  )( ⊆∈ . Hence, )(svxs

Ni
ii ≤∑

∈
 implies )(svxs

Ni
ii ≤∑

∈
. 

Since we have )()()()()()(
)(\)(\

NN

scarNi

i

scarNi

i evevevsvevsv =≤∑+≤∑+
∈∈

 by )()( ii evev ≤ , we obtain 

)()( vCvDC P=  by Theorem 2.   Q.E.D. 

 

  Let NFGv ∈ . Define the fuzzy game 'v  by ∑−=
∈ )(

)()()('
scari

i
i evssvsv  for each NFs ∈ . Note that 

0)(' =iev  for each Ni ∈ .  From Lemma 1 it follows that )'(vDC  is a convex set, because 

)'(vC P  is a convex set. Since for an arbitrary fuzzy game v  
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))(,),(),(()'()( 21 nevevevvDCvDC �+=  holds, where ))(,),(),(()'( 21 nevevevvDC �+  

))}(,),(),((),'(|{ 21 nevevevyvDCxyx �=∈+= , we obtain the following theorem. 

 

Theorem 3. For each fuzzy game v  the dominance core )(vDC  is a convex set. 

 

 We end this section with two examples that illustrate the results in the above theorems. 

 

Example 1. Let }2,1{=N  and let R→}2,1{: Fv  be given by 1),( 2121 −+= ssssv  for each 
}2,1{Fs ∈ . Further, let 1v  and 2v  be given by 

)()(1 svsv =  if  )2/1 ,0(≠s  and 4)2/1 ,0(1 =v , 

)()(2 svsv =  if  )2/1 ,2/1(≠s  and 4)2/1 ,2/1(2 =v . 

Let }1,0,0|{ 2121
2 =+≥≥∈=∆ xxxxx R . Then 

(i) ∆==== )()()()( vIvDCvCvC P  

(ii) ∆==== )()(,)()( 1111 vIvDCvCvC P φ  

(iii) ∆==== )()()(,)( 2222 vIvDCvCvC Pφ  

(iv) For v , 1v , and 2v , the imputation set ∆  is the unique stable set. 

 Note that )()()( 2
)(\

22
N

scarNi

i evevsv >∑+
∈

 for )2/1 ,2/1(=s  and )()( 22 vDCvC P = . Hence, the 

sufficient condition in Theorem 2 for the equality )()( vDCvC P =  is not a necessary condition. 

 

In the next example we give a fuzzy game v  with )()( vDCvC ≠  and φ≠)(vC . For a crisp game 

w  we have according to (5) that φ=)(wC  if  )()( wDCwC ≠ . 

 

Example 2. Let }2,1{=N  and let R→}2,1{: Fv  be given by 11 )1,( ssv =  for all }2,1{
1 )1,( Fs ∈ , 

and 0),( 21 =ssv  otherwise. Then }1|),{()( 21
2

21 =+∈= + xxxxvI R , 

)(}2/10|)({)( 1 vIxvIxvC ≠≤≤∈= , and )()()( vIvDCvC P == . Further )(vI  is the unique 

stable set. 

 

 

4. Cores and stable sets for convex fuzzy games 

  

A special class of  fuzzy games with a nonempty core is the class of  convex fuzzy games 

introduced in Branzei et al.(2002). Here NFGv ∈  is called convex if  it satisfies the properties: 

(i) (Supermodularity) )()()()( tvsvtsvtsv +≥∧+∨  for all NFts ∈, , where ts ∨  and ts ∧  are 

those elements of  N]1,0[  with the i -th coordinate equal to },max{ ii ts  and },min{ ii ts , 
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respectively, for each Ni ∈ . 

(ii) (Coordinate-wise convexity) For each Ni ∈  the function R→− ]1,0[:isg  with )||()( tsvtg i
s i

−=−  

for each ]1,0[∈t  is a convex function, where for each Ni ∈ , NFs ∈  and ]1,0[∈t , )||( ts i−  is the 

element in NF  such that jj
i sts =− )||(  for each }{\ iNj ∈  and tts i

i =− )||( . 

 Convex fuzzy games form a convex cone. It is proved in Branzei et al. (2002) that the core of  a 

convex fuzzy game v  coincides with the core of  the corresponding crisp game )(vcrw = . 

 

Lemma 2. Let v  be a convex fuzzy game. Take )(, vIyx ∈  and suppose ydomx s     for some 
NFs ∈ . Then 2|)(| ≥scar . 

Proof. Take )(, vIyx ∈  and suppose ydomx s     for some NFs ∈  with }{)( iscar = . Then ii yx >  

and )( i
iii esvxs ≤ . By the convexity of  v , we obtain )()( i

i
i

i esvevs ≥ . Thus we have 

)(/)( i
i

i
iii evsesvxy ≤≤<  which is a contradiction with the individual rationality of  y .                          

Q.E.D. 

 

Theorem 4. The dom relations for a convex fuzzy game v  and its corresponding crisp game w  

coincide, i.e. for all )()(, wIvIyx =∈ : ydomx     in v  if  and only if  ydomx     in  )(vcrw = . 

Proof. First we note that }each for  )(  ),(|{)( NievxevxxvI i
i

N

Ni
i

N ∈≥=∑∈=
∈

R  and  

}each for  })({  ),(|{)( NiiwxNwxxwI i
Ni

i
N ∈≥=∑∈=

∈
R  coincide because )()( NevNw =  and 

)(})({ ieviw =  for each Ni ∈ .  

To prove the ‘if ’ part, let )()(, vIwIyx =∈  and ydomx S     for some NS 2∈ . Then it  implies 

ydomx Se     in v . 

Now we prove the ‘only if ’ part. Let )()(, wIvIyx =∈  and ydomx s     for some NFs ∈ . Let 

|}10|{|)( <<∈= isNisϕ . As we noted in Remark 2, ns <)(ϕ . It is sufficient to prove, by 

induction on }1,,1,0{)( −∈ ns �ϕ , that ydomx s     implies ydomx     in w .  

 Clearly, if  0)( =sϕ  then ydomx car(s)    , because 0)( =sϕ  implies that s  is a crisp-like coalition. 

 Suppose now that the assertion ‘ ydomx s     in v  with ks =)(ϕ  implies ydomx     in w ’ holds for 

each k  with nrk <<≤0 . Take NFs ∈  with rs =)(ϕ , and Ni ∈  such that 10 << is , and take 

)(, vIyx ∈  such that ydomx s    . Then  ii yx >  for each )(scari ∈  and )(svxs ≤⋅ . Further 

2|)(| ≥scar  by Lemma 2. We note that s  can be represented by a convex combination of  
i

i essa −=  and i
i essb )1( −+= , i.e. bsass ii +−= )1( . Note that 1)( −= raϕ  and 1)( −= rbϕ . 

Further 1|)(||)(| −= scaracar , |)(||)(| scarbcar = . 

  The inequality )(svxs ≤⋅  implies )()1( svxbsxas ii ≤⋅+⋅− . The (coordinate-wise) convexity 

of  v  induces )()()1()( bvsavssv ii +−≤ . Hence xbsxas ii ⋅+⋅− )1(   

)()()1( bvsavs ii +−≤  which implies 0))(())()(1( ≤−⋅+−⋅− bvxbsavxas ii ; thus )(avxa ≤⋅  or 
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)(bvxb ≤⋅ . We want to show that  

                                                          ydomx a     or ydomx b    .                                                      ( ∗ ) 

The following three cases should be considered: 

(1) )(bvxb ≤⋅ . Then ydomx b    , since 2|)(| ≥bcar .  

(2) )(bvxb >⋅  and 3|)(| ≥scar . Then )(avxa ≤⋅ ; thus ydomx a    , since 2|)(| ≥acar .  

(3) )(bvxb >⋅  and 2|)(| =scar . Then we have )(avxa ≤⋅  and 1|)(| =acar . By the convexity of  

v  and the individual rationality, we obtain )(avxa ≥⋅ . In fact, let j
j esa = . Then the 

convexity of  v  induces )()( j
j

j
j esvevs ≥ . By the individual rationality, we obtain 

)( j
j evx ≥ . Hence )()()( avesvevsxsxa j

j
j

jjj =≥≥=⋅ . So )(avxa =⋅ , which is 

contradictory to 0))(())()(1( ≤−⋅+−⋅− bvxbsavxas ii , implying that case (3) does not 

occur.  

Hence ( ∗ ) holds. Since 1)()( −== rba ϕϕ  the induction hypothesis implies that ydomx    in w .                               

Q.E.D. 

 

Theorem 5. Let v  be a convex fuzzy game and )(vcrw = . Then 

(i) )()()( vCvCvC crP == ; 

(ii) )()( wDCvDC = ; 

(iii) )()( vDCvC = . 

Proof. (i) For convex fuzzy games )()( wCvC =  (see Theorem 7 in Branzei et al. (2002). Now, we 

use Theorem 1(i). 

(ii) From Theorem 4 we conclude that )()( wDCvDC = . 

(iii) Since v  is a convex fuzzy game we have ∑+≥
∈ )(\

)()()(
scarNi

iN evsvev  for each NFs ∈ . We 

obtain by Theorem 2: )()( vDCvC P = . Now we use (i).               Q.E.D. 

 

 The next theorem extends the result of  Shapley (1971) that each crisp convex game has a unique 

stable set coinciding with the dominance core. 

 

Theorem 6. Let v  be a convex fuzzy game. Then there is a unique stable set, namely )(vDC . 

Proof. Let )(vcrw = . Then by Shapley’s result, )(wDC  is the unique stable set of  w . In view of 

Theorem 4, the set of  stable sets of  v  and w  coincide, and by Theorem 5(ii) )()( wDCvDC = . So, 

the unique stable set of  v  is )(vDC .                 Q.E.D. 

 

Note that the game v  in Example 1 is convex, but 1v  and 2v  are not. 
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5. Cores and stable sets for fuzzy clan games 

 

 In this section games of  the form R→× 21 }1,0{]1,0[: NNv  with φ=∩ 21 NN , 0)( =φev  are 

considered, where players in 1N  have participation levels which may vary between 0 and 1, while 

the players in 2N  are crisp players in the sense that they can fully cooperate or not at all. We 

denote 21 NN ∪  by N . 

 Let R→× 21 }1,0{]1,0[: NNv . We can define in an obvious way the proper core )(vC P , the 

dominance core )(vDC , the crisp core )(vC cr  and stable sets K . Then modifying the proofs in 

Theorems 1,2 and 3 we obtain 

 

Theorem 7. Let R→× 21 }1,0{]1,0[: NNv . Then 

(i) )()()( vCvCvC crP ⊂⊂ ; 

(ii) )()( vDCvC P ⊂ ; further, if  0)()()(
)(\

≥−∑−
∈

svevev
scarNi

iN  for each 21 }1,0{]1,0[ NNs ×∈ , then 

)()( vDCvC P = ; 

(iii) )(vDC  is a convex set; 

(iv) For each stable set K , we have KvDC ⊂)( .  

 

Special attention is given to a subclass of  such games, which we have called fuzzy clan games 

(Tijs et al. (2002)), where the clan members are the crisp players. Fuzzy clan games are defined 

using veto power of  clan members, monotonicity, and a condition reflecting the fact that an 

increase in participation level of  a non-clan member in growing coalitions containing at least all 

clan members with full participation level results in a decrease of  the average marginal return of  

that player (DAMR-property). 

In the following N
CF  stands for CCN }1,0{]1,0[ \ × .  

Formally, a game RFv N
C →:  is a fuzzy clan game with clan C  if  v satisfies the following three 

properties: 

(i) (Veto-power of  clan members) 0)( =sv  if  CCs 1≠ ; 

(ii) (Monotonicity) )()( tvsv ≤  for all N
CFts ∈,  with ts ≤ ; 

(iii) (DAMR-property for non-clan members) for each CNi \∈ , all N
C

Fss 1
21 , ∈  and all 0, 21 >εε  such 

that 21 ss ≤  and ii eses 2
2

1
10 εε −≤−≤  we have  

))()(())()(( 2
221

21
111

1
ii esvsvesvsv εεεε −−≥−− −− . 

 

Property (i) expresses the fact that the full participation level of  all clan members is a necessary 

condition for generating a positive reward for coalitions. 
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 Fuzzy clan games for which the clan consists of  a single player are called fuzzy big boss games, 

with the single clan member as the big boss. For fuzzy clan games we have additionally 

 

Theorem 8. Let v  be a fuzzy clan game with player set N  and clan C . Then )()( vCvDC P= . 

Proof. From the veto-power property we have that 0)( =iev  for each Ni ∈  if  1|| >C . Then the 

monotonicity of  v  implies 0)()()()()(
)(\

≥−=−∑−
∈

svevsvevev N

scarNi

iN  for each NFs ∈ . One can 

easily check that in the case 1|| =C , with }{nC =  0)()()(
)(\

≥−∑−
∈

svevev
scarNi

iN  for each NFs ∈ , 

too. The equality )()( vCvDC P=  follows then from Theorem 7(ii).                            Q.E.D. 

 

  Now we give two examples of  fuzzy clan games v  to illustrate situations like )()( vCvDC ≠  

and KvDC ≠)( , respectively. 

 

Example 3. Let }2,1{=N  and let R→× }1,0{]1,0[:v  be given for all ]1,0[1 ∈s  by 11 )1,( ssv =  

and 0)0,( 1 =sv . This is a big boss game with player 2 as the big boss, so φ≠)(vC . Moreover, as 

in Example 2, we obtain 

}2/10|)({)( 1 ≤≤∈= xvIxvC , }1|),{()( 21
2

21 =+∈= + xxxxvDC R , so )()( vCvDC ≠ . Note that 

}1|),{()( 21
2

21 =+∈= + xxxxvI R  is the unique stable set.  

 

The following example shows that )(vDC  can be a proper subset of  a stable set. 

 

Example 4. Let }3,2,1{=N  and let v  be given by 0)0,,( 21 =ssv  and }1 , min{)1,,( 2121 ssssv +=  

for all 2
21 ]1,0[),( ∈ss . Then )}1,0,0{()( =vDC  and no element in )(vI  is dominated by )1,0,0( . 

So )(vDC  is not a stable set. The set }10 | )1 , ,{(, ≤≤−= εεεε baK ba  when +∈ Rba,  with 

1=+ ba  is a stable set of  v . 
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